PROJECT SUCCESS

Metal Working / Processing Company
After being in their facility for almost a century, company plans out-of-state move
Project Background
After being in their facility for nearly 100 years, a metal working/metal processing company was planning to
move out-of-state. Admiral had been providing a variety of environmental compliance services and assistance
over several years and was extremely familiar with the company’s operations and the applicable environmental
compliance requirements. In reality however, the firm’s environmental issues were minor and company staff
were able to address most of the required reporting in-house.
Admiral was requested to provide detailed information on the environmental compliance regulations that
would be applicable at the company’s new location.

Admiral Assistance
Admiral was able to quickly and effectively use its own records that went back over 30 years to develop a
sound water and wastewater compliance summary for the existing facility. As a result, the client did not have
to collect the needed information from scratch, wasting hundreds of hours of effort. Admiral had previously
reviewed most of the operations at the plant and had kept the necessary notes and reports.
With the collected and organized information, Admiral estimated water and wastewater volumes at the new
facility. This was information proved crucial for the company to successfully negotiate with the local agencies
to achieve reduced wastewater connection fees.
Additionally, the municipality for the new facility location was developing new and highly restrictive wastewater
standards that the client needed to understand and plan for. Admiral performed wastewater monitoring at the
existing facility to assess the pollutants that would be newly regulated at the new location. With this
information in-hand, we then provided practical expertise regarding wastewater treatment needs and the
names of suitable vendors to obtain proposals and pilot testing.

Admiral Results
Because of Admiral’s long-term relationship with this client and its in-depth understanding of its industrial
processes, we were well positioned to successfully ensure that the firm’s industrial processes continued at its
new location; even within a stricture regulatory compliance environment. Admiral’s experience proved
valuable for ideas and solutions on how to plan for and handle production wastewater and wastes at the client’s
new facility.
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